Abstract. Following the ideas of Andrei Lerner in [ "A pointwise estimate for the local sharp maximal function with applications to singular integrals" Bull. London Math. Soc. 42 (2010) 843856], we obtain another decomposition of an arbitrary measurable function f in terms of local mean oscillations. This allows us to get new estimates involving one-sided singular integrals and one-sided maximal operator. As an application to this result we obtain two weighted inequality for one-sided singular integrals and a L 1 (w) inequality relating a measurable function f and sharp onesided operator. These estimates are more precise in sense that they are valid for a greater class of weights.
Introduction
In this paper we give a version of the Lerner formula obtain in [6] . The motivation to study this result was a L 1 -weighted inequality involving a function f and the one-sided sharp-δ maximal function. This type of inequality was needed to obtain the best constant while dealing with weighted A + p norms of the commutator of the one-side singular integral given by a symbol b ∈ BMO. This results will appear in [20] .
Given a measurable function f on R n and a cube Q, we define
where f * denotes the non-increasing rearrangement of f . The local sharp maximal function relative to Q is defined by
In [6] A. Lerner, obtained the following result: Given a cube Q 0 , denote by D(Q 0 ) the set of all dyadic cubes with respect to Q 0 . If Q ∈ D(Q 0 ) and Q = Q 0 , then we denote byQ its dyadic parent, that is, the unique cube from D(Q 0 ) containing Q and such that |Q| = 2 n |Q|. In this paper we obtained a similar formula to the one obtain in Theorem 1.1, for a measurable function f defined on R, that will be useful to apply in the case of one-sided operators. We also give several applications of this formula that appear in section 3. Through out this paper we will use the following notation:
Given the interval I = (b, c), we denote by I − = (a, b) and by I + = (c, d) the intervals where b − a = c − b = d − c. Let f be a measurable function on R and let I be an interval, the local mean oscillation of f on I is defined by ω λ (f, I) = ((f − m f (I))χ I ) * (λ|I|) 0 < λ < 1.
Given a fix interval I 0 , for x ∈ (I 0 ) − we define B x,I 0 = {I : x ∈ I − ⊂ (I 0 ) − }. 
• for each fixed k the intervals (I k j,r ) − are pairwise disjoint;
are pairwise disjoint ( for all k, j, r) and
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we give some preliminaries, in section 3 we give applications of Theorem 1.3 and in section 4 we prove all the results.
Preliminaries
In this section we give some definitions and well known results.
2.1. One-sided singular integral operators and Sawyer's weights.
The one-sided maximal operators are defined as
The good weights for these operators are those of the Sawyer's classes. We recall this definition. Definition 2.2. Let w be a non-negative locally integrable function and 1 ≤ p < ∞. We say that w ∈ A + p if there exists C p < ∞ such that for every a < c < b
when 1 < p < ∞, and for p = 1, 
Now we give some definitions and several results about Young functions. A Young function, is a function A : [0, ∞) → [0, ∞) continuous, convex and increasing such that A(0) = 0 and A(t) → ∞ as t → ∞. The Luxemburg norm of a function f , given by A is
and the A-average of f over an interval I is ||f || A,I = inf λ > 0 :
We will denote by A the complementary function associated to A (see [2] ). Then the generalized Hölder's inequality 1
holds. There is a further generalization that turns to be out useful for our purposes (see [14] ). If A, B, C are Young functions such that 
Observe that for
This condition appears first in [17] and it was shown that A ∈ B p if and
. In [7] ( see Theorem 3.1), the authors proved that if B is a Young function such that B ∈ B p , p > 1, and
) is a Calderón-Zygmund kernel if the following properties are satisfied:
The Calderón-Zygmund singular integral operator associated to K is defined
A one-sided singular integral T + is a singular integral associated to a Calderón-Zygmund kernel with support in (−∞, 0); therefore, in that case,
Examples of such kernels are given in [1] . In an analogous way we defined T − . 
Remark 2.11. Usually while working with T + it is used the following one-sided sharp maximal function
This maximal function is bigger that the one in Definition 2.3. The one in Definition 2.3 is used to study the one-sided fractional integral.
We will also use the following maximal sharp function
In [8] , M. Lorente and M.S. Riveros, give the following pointwise estimate for the sharp maximal function of the one-sided singular integral. Let 0 < δ < 1. Then there exists C = C δ > 0 such that
Recently F.J. Martín-Reyes and A. de la Torre in [12] proved the one-sided version of the well known result that S. M. Buckley, proved in [3] , for the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function.
Finally,
with T is weak (1, 1) , Q is a cube, and 0 < ǫ < 1. Then
where 2Q is a cube with the same centre as Q and having side length two times larger, and supp(f ) ⊂ 2Q.
2.2.
The non-increasing rearrangement of a measurable function f . Definition 2.14. Let f be a measurable function on R n we define the non-increasing rearrangement of f by
If E is any measurable set, an important fact is that
If f is only a measurable function and if Q is a cube then we define the following quantity:
, for all 0 < δ and 0 < λ < 1.
It is easy to check, from the definition of median value, that
It was proved in [5] 9) and for any constant c,
applications
In this section we give several application to the "one-sided Lerner formula" (Theorem 1.3).
Weighted L
1 -norms for a Coifman-Fefferman inequality. First we start with the following application: a weighted L 1 -norms inequality relating a f ∈ L 1 (w) and a sharp maximal operator, when the weight w ∈ A + p . We also give a local version of this one (see Lemma 4.6). In [16] the authors obtain similar results as Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 for a sharp operator, the Hardy-Littlewood Maximal function, Calderón-Zygmund operators and Mukenhoupt weights. We obtain the following results:
The next theorem is direct consequence of Theorem 3.1. This result was already proved in a different way in [19] .
3.2. Two-weight norm inequalities for one-sided singular integrals. Recently A. Lerner in [6] proved a conjecture stated by D. Cruz-Uribe and C. Pérez in [4] namely, Let T be a Calderón-Zygmund singular integral, p > n and let A and B be two Young functions such that A ∈ B p ′ and B ∈ B p . If
for all cube Q ⊂ R n , then
This result generalized the one obtain by Neugebauer in [9] , where he proved inequality (3.2) in the case that u, v satisfy the following bump condition,
for some r > 1. The next theorem give a more general result, when we consider T + an one-sided singular integral. Using Theorem 1.3, we will obtain a greater class of weights for witch inequality (3.2) is also true. Similar results with Orlicz bumps in one of the two-weights, for the one-sided case, were obtained in [18] and [7] . If
inequality. In [19] , it was studied that, for any w ∈ A
The fundamental result to prove (3.4) is the following inequality
This last inequality is regarded as a Coifman-type inequality. Let us observe the sharp dependence on p on the right-hand side. Using Theorem 1.3 we will prove the following more general result. 
where 1 < p < ∞ and µ > 0. 
In [12] it was proved that
Then Lemma 2.12 (see [12] ) gives 
Using this definition in the constant
To obtain Theorem 3.4 we need the following results that yield from Theorem 1.3 . Theorem 3.6. For any measurable function f with f * (t) → 0 where t → ∞ and for any weight w we have
where the constant C not depends of w, and 0 < δ < 1.
and Theorem 3.6 we get Theorem 3.7. Let T + be an one-sided singular integral. For any appropriate function f and for any weight w, we have
where 0 < δ < 1.
Proof of the results

Proof of the main result.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. For I be a fixed interval and f be a measurable function and x ∈ I. We define
If |E 1 | = 0 we trivially have
. Assume therefore that |E 1 | > 0, and consider
for all x ∈ J 1 j (see proof of Lemma 1 in [13] ). Now fix j and we define the sequences (x 
By (2.8) we get
Hence, 
where the last equation follows from Remark 2.15. Now we define
We observe that
The function f − m f ((I 
Observe that
Further, similarly to (4.3),
Now we define
Then,
where
and for the case ν = 1
It is easy to see that the supports of g ν are pairwise disjoint and for a.e. x ∈ (I 0 ) − ,
Next, we write
Applying (4.4), we get that the second term on the right-hand sided is bounded by
Combining this with the previous estimate yields
Unifying this with the estimate for ξ 1 completes the proof.
, and recalling that 
4.2.
Proof of the results of the weighted L 1 -norm of a Coifman-Fefferman inequality.
In order to obtain these results first we give some previous lemmas. 
Lemma 4.3. Let f > 0 be a measurable function in R, λ ∈ (0, 1) and δ > 0 then for all x ∈ I − ∪ I,
therefore,
Proof. By the rearrangement properties and Lemma 4.2
(4.8) 
therefore for all x ∈ J − ∪ J we get
Proof. By the Theorem 1.3 we get
Let us start with I. Observe that by Lemma 4.3, for λ = 1 4 , we get
Let estimate II. Observe that by Lemma 4.3,
and by Corollary 4.1
Let us consider I. As T + is of weak type (1, 1) using Kolmogorv's inequality,
|f | .
For II we take a = T + f 2 (x + h), then
Using property (3) of the kernel K, for every y ∈ I,
Proof of Theorem 3.3. If 1 < p < ∞, by the standard density argument, it is enough to prove
for f ∈ C ∞ c (R). For such an f , T + f is well defined and (T + f ) * (∞) = 0. Observe that f * (∞) = 0, if and only if |{x : |f (x)| > α}| < ∞ for any α > 0. Also observe that by Remark 4.5 lim
Then for n ∈ N, let I − = (−n, n). Applying Theorem 1.3,
It is easy to check that, if A ∈ B p ′ then A(t) ≥ Ct p . Hence the assumption (3.3) on u, v imply the condition (2.4), and therefore
Hence by (4.4), (2.6) and Hölder's inequality
Now by (4.10) we have
Observe that for A a young function and a < b < c, exists C > 0, such that ||w|| A,(b,c) ≤ C||w|| A,(a,c) . Applying generalized Hölder's inequality for A, A and B, B and using (3.3), we get that the previous sum is bounded by
Recall last point of Theorem 1.
are pairwise disjoint and
Hence, using Hölder's inequality along with the boundedness in L p (dx) norms of one-sided maximal operator given by a Young function, we get
Combining the obtained estimates
Now, taking limit when n → ∞ in (4.13) and using (4.11) along with Fatou's convergence theorem, we get
which completes the proof. 
Proof of the Sharp
Let study the first summand in (4.14). By Theorem 1.3,
By Corollary 4.4 we get M Finally letting n → ∞ and using the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 for the second summand in (4.16), completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Using duality,
Let h with ||h|| L p ′ ((M + ϕ) µ/(p−1) ) = 1. By Theorem 3.7 with δ = min{p/(2µ + 1), 1}, using Hölder's inequality with q = p/δ and q ′ = p/(p − δ), 
Assume now that µ > (p − 1)/2, then δ = p/(2µ + 1) and hence µδ/(p − δ) = 1/2. Applying again Lemma 2.12, we obtain
By Hölder's inequality with q = (p − δ)/(1 − δ) and q ′ = (p − δ)/(p − 1),
. Combining these estimates the proof is completed.
